
TRIP REPORT: KUBU ISLAND

 AUGUST 2012

 Warning: This report contains no way points or usable data, just a

story of our trip, a long overdue trip at that :-)



THURSDAY, 9 AUGUST (WOMANS DAY)

Got woken by the kids and my first thoughts were I have
overslept, but to my surprise they were up way earlier
than my the time I set my alarm, they were very keen on
going to Kubu. It would be Jeandre’s first proper overland
trip with his recently acquired  Discovery.

Soon Eloff arrived and final packing was done in the
chilling dark, we were keen to escape the winter for some
Botswana early summer.

We left around 04h20 for the Petroport north of Pretoria
where we met up with every one there, and those that
were still arriving. Good to see some old faces again.

The convoy left just after five, and we kept at a leisurely
speed to accommodate all vehicles, and was met by quite
a lot of early morning traffic heading North, all probably
gatvol of the cold, looking for milder temperatures.

It became obvious that half the countries roads are being
rebuilt after decades of neglect, stop/go’s between
Vaalwater and Ellisras allowed some stretching of legs.

Louise was on her way to a day spa for her womans day
treat, but got lost from my Garmap map I printed her and
in between pot holes and patchy cell signals I had to try
and remember what was on that map and give some
advice.

Before the Stokpoort border we sped up a bit to get some
customs forms and to get the formalities over with,
anxious to go buy meat in Paleyape as we decided to play
it by the book.

The border proceedings went quickly with little



formalities and we were on our way soon.

The mood in the car became a bit stressed about the meat
prospects across the border and our nightmares were
soon to come true.

After filling up in Paleyape and paying by card, we were
hunting for meat. First up were the Spar. The meat on
display almost had a hardcore carnivore turn to vegies.

Then we were of to Choppies down the road, at least here
were some steaks on display. We bought 20 T-bones, the
smallest and thinnest cuts I have ever see, must have
been a calf, or something else.............. This was
complimented by some 20 more steaks and of we went, to
find Mike and Estelle at the garage with a broken wheel
bearing. They assured us all was under control and we
pushed on to Serowe to go hunt for proper meat.



We managed to get some good looking cuts from the very
neat and well stocked Spar, made some sandwiches in
the parking lot and waited for the rest of the people to
arrive, as they did one after the other. We now had
enough meat for two weeks, and at last the holiday feeling
overcame us.

Marc phoned to enquire about progress on the repair of
Mikes vehicle, and as a few hours were lost during the day
we decided to sleep over at Khama Rhino Sanctuary
rather than the cut-line, it was fine by me, I have never
been to Khama and was keen to see the place.

We were soon booked in and tents pitched, friend Hennie
joined us at Khama and we were soon becoming a
collection of long time Overlanders.



It soon became clear that my fridge battery has seen
better days, two hours after pitching camp the low voltage
warning sounded. Con came to the rescue with a loan
battery out of his trailer, what a great bunch of people the
Overland Forum has!

During the night it became clear that the expected
summer temperatures was still somewhere on the
horizon, I froze my butt of, must have been one of the
coldest nights I have experienced camping.



FRIDAY 10 AUGUST 2012

Heine confirmed a -5 deg Celsius during the night, and all
water left outside was frozen. Shopping for blankets in
Letlakhane was now on the cards.

A nice hot shower and a warm sun transformed the
morning, and I had time to photograph some birds in the
camp before we departed.



We left for the pans and the radio messages confirmed
that Mike and Eric who stayed behind assisting them was
sorted and also on there way.

Letlakhane’s Pep Store made a quick sale on six blankets
and a pillow which Jeandre forgot at home. The rest of the
convoy was ahead of us and we caught some of the chirps
on the radio although they were not visual any more.

We caught up as they deflated tires on the thick sand, and
overtook them following one of the many little tracks
leading to the pans. The first sight of the pans is always
awesome, been some years since I last traversed the
Makgadigadi.

We stopped on the pan waiting for the convoy to catch up,
and it was time for a few cold ones, the expected summer
temperatures has finally showed up.



 



As we proceeded along the track I stopped to pick up
some earlier travelers gas cylinder that must have came
undone from the vehicle, and Eloff also noticed Con was
slowly losing his kids bicycles. A quick stop sorted the tie
down straps and the track to Kubu was really nice going,
Eloff had lots of compliments for the Land Rover’s
suspensions capabilities :-)

Hannes Anton and Hennie has already pitched camp and
we joined them, pitching camp while catching up on
Antons well being after they went ahead and missed the
decision to camp at Khama.

The late afternoon was spent on photographing some
Baobabs at sunset with Hannes sharing his knowledge,
what a photogenic place this is.





The sun soon dropped below the horizon and it was time
to do some night photography. Its technically challenging
and stress the capabilities of a digital camera, especially
the older generations.

The skies are nothing like we experience in the cities and
towns, its crisp, clear and millions of stars shine down
from above, the Milky Way shows how it got its name.

We set up cameras for a time exposure pointing to the
Southern cross, and left the cameras to do its thing while
we went of to braai.

The small T-bones came out of the fridge, somehow it did
not impress me, tasted like something between lamb and
beef?



We returned to the cameras after two hours in
anticipation of the results, but that would have to wait
another two hours until the noise reduction settings has
done its work, just hoped the batteries would not run flat
during the process.



SATURDAY 11 AUGUST 2012

I overslept the sunrise photo session, but was very happy
to see what we managed to captured the previous night
over my rusk and cup of coffee.

Soon after a micro light circled Kubu and touched down
close by. The pilot and passenger were freezing in the
early morning chill, and offered a flip in exchange for a
cup of hot coffee. Jeandre jumped at the opportunity and
was soon airborne.



The rest of the day was spent chilling and catching up on
long overdue stories and company. The rib eye steak was
much better, more like the stuff back home.

Eric and Mike came by and invited all to have a sun
downer and some snacks on the pan to celebrate Bruce’s
40  birthday. They did a stunning job and we wereth

amazed at what they managed so far from home.



Marc and Bruce gave a short speech each, and it was a
most relaxing sundowner watching the sun set over the
pans, I love this place!



The evening was spent listening to some excellent stories,
there were no lack of talent around the fires, an amazing
group of people.



SUNDAY 12 AUGUST 2012

We broke camp early as we had to go all the way home as
the kids had classes they could not miss the next day, and
said goodbye before being met by a chilly and dusty wind
on the pans, we were lucky the weather held up so nice
the previous two days. Just after the Vet fence a herd of
cattle braved the elements and I was happy we did not
plan to camp on the cut line that evening.



We headed for Martins Drift but was met by long queues
and we turned around, heading to Stockpoort border
post.

Just before the border a car came screaming past on the
dirt road showering us with stones, ending up in a nice big
star crack on the windscreen.

I parked the bugger in at the border post well intent of
relieving him from some money before he goes, but he
managed to get his car out and left. But the wheel turns,
slowly, one day his misfortune will find him.

The rest of the trip became a long traffic jam home
through the road works and stop/go’s. Eloff daughter also
informed him of long delays at the toll gates on the N1, so
we took the old Pretoria road from Nylstroom through
Warmbaths and Hammanskraal.

It was obvious that the longer return through Zeerust we
planned the previous night was in fact the better option to
have followed.

I really enjoyed the well deserved break, time with the two
elder kids and friends, and a big thank you to Bruce for
inviting us all to celebrate his 40  with him.th

Fanie du Plessis


